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Folks -

The brochure on your Caribbean Cruise arrived and I really would like to buy a ticket and accompany you, but I'll be starting my tour of duty in Bethesda, MD, as an NIH Fogarty Fellow just when you're off to enjoy those balmy nights and carefree days at sea.

I'll be touching base with you as soon as the dust settles on theash of holiday bakes, which I have to spend in La Jolla with the family. There is a New Year's thing at Frank Campos, which has been going on for several years and will be the first one without Deela (his wife) in Virginia this year.

I am sorry, if not happily, as an indication of age, I have a cataract in my right eye that needs attention soon - nothing severe, I guess. I have been playing the numbers - I record your name and equalize. I am better than the guys that dislike the recording.

You'll be hearing from me right after the first of the year. Meanwhile, here are Season's Greetings.

Yours,

Martin K
Folks—

The brochure on your Caribbean Caper arrived and I really would like to buy a ticket and accompany you, but I’ll be starting my tour of duty in Bethesda, MD, as an Int’l Fogarty Fellow just when you’re up to enjoy those balmy nights and carefree days at sea.

I’ll be touching base with you as soon as the dust settles on the rush of holiday bashes, which I have to spend in La Jolla with the family. There is a New Year’s thing at French Campo’s which has been going on for several years and will be the first one neither Leda (his wife) or Virginia will miss.

I am coping, if not happily. As an indication of age, I have a cataract in my right eye that needs attention soon – nothing serious, I guess. I have been playing the [[illegible]] records you gave me and conclude I am better than the guy’s that like the recording.

You’ll be hearing from me right after the first of the year. Meanwhile, here are Season’s Greetings!

Yours

Martin K